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Pharaoh has finally let God's people go, they are no longer slaves to Pharaoh and the
Egyptian people, or at least that was the situation at the end of Exodus 13. The Israelite
people might have begun to relax believing that they were finally safe with God and
Moses. God hadn't just saved them from Pharaoh, he stayed with them during their
journey to the Red Sea - appearing as a pillar of cloud during the day and a pillar of fire in
the night. It must have been nice to have that constant reminder that God was with them,
something that I'm sure some of us would like to have during these very strange times.
 
However even though they had a physical reminder that God was with them , they still did
not trust in Him completely. We hear in the the story that Pharaoh had changed his mind
yet again, and took his army to chase after the Israelites. So what did the Israelites do?
Well,  they panicked, turned on Moses and accused him of bringing them into the desert
to die. As we know from the rest of the story, they did not die because God saved.
 
So if it was that hard for the Israelites to trust God despite having a physical reminder
that He was with them. Then it's not so difficult to see why many of us have trouble
trusting in God. The Bible tells us that when we make a decision to follow God through
our lives that He will keep us safe no matter what. Just like he did for the Israelites. So
when you're feeling scared and alone then just remember what God did for the Israelites.
Not only did he stay with them through it all but he kept them safe.

MOSES AND THE RED SEA

UNPACKED

https://youtu.be/wkru9sTnurU

Using the Bible read the story of Moses and the Red Sea which can be
found in the book of Exodus chapter 14.
If you don't have access to a Bible or you wish to see another version
of the story, we have posted a link below to a version available on
YouTube.
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C O U R A G E
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h t tp s : / / you tu .be /U l i Embhc3Tk
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Glue

Cardboard

Cotton wool

some red and yellow wool or

similar

roll the cardboard into a tube

and glue together

cover one side with glue

stick cotton wool all over it

Once dry cover the other side

with glue 

stick your cut up wool or similar

over the glue and allow to dry.

if you wanr to write the

following Bible verse around

the bottom "The Lord will fight

for you! Exodus 14:14"

You will need:

 

Instructions:

 



IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE ANYTHING YOU HAVE CREATED, PLEASE
UPLOAD TO FACEBOOK OR TWITTER USING THE PAGE FROM YOUR

LOCAL CYF OFFICER BUT MAKE SURE THE PICTURE IS OF YOUR WORK,
NOT YOU. THANK YOU

@CYFRadnorBuilth
@cyfgreatergower
@cyfgreaterbrecon

@SwanseaBreconDioYouth

@BuilthCyf
@CYFGreatBrecon
@RevRachBunting

 

The parting of the Red Sea is the moment when God
saves the Israelites. There are lots of different ways
that we can represent the parting of the Red Sea, but
how do you imagine it. Why not have a go at creating a
representation of the way you imagine it would have

looked. 

HOW CAN YOU REPRESENT YOUR IDEA OF THE
PARTING OF THE RED SEA




